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High Performance Computing is now one of the emerging fields in computer science and

its applications. Top HPC facilities, supercomputers, offer great opportunities in modeling di-

verse processes thus allowing to create more and greater products without full-scale experiments.

Current supercomputers and applications for them are very complex and thus are hard to use

efficiently. Performance monitoring systems are the tools that help to understand the efficiency of

supercomputing applications and overall supercomputer functioning. These systems collect data

on what happens on a supercomputer (performance data, performance metrics) and present them

in a way allowing to make conclusions about performance issues in programs running on the super-

computer. In this paper we give an overview of existing performance monitoring systems designed

for or used on supercomputers. We give a comparison of performance monitoring systems found

in literature, describe problems emerging in monitoring large scale HPC systems, and outline our

vision on future direction of HPC monitoring systems development.
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Introduction

High Performance Computing is now one of the emerging fields in computer science and its

applications. Top HPC facilities, supercomputers, offer great opportunities in modeling diverse

processes thus allowing to create more and greater products without full-scale experiments.

Current supercomputers are very complex, and their efficient usage is very complicated. One of

the tools helping to understand the efficiency of supercomputing applications is the performance

monitoring systems. They collect data on what happens on a supercomputer (performance data,

performance metrics) and present them in a way allowing to make conclusions about performance

issues in programs running on the supercomputer.

In this paper, a performance monitoring system is a software package that continuously

gathers performance metrics for at least compute nodes of an HPC compute system. Data from

other sources may be collected as well. Those data are then used to provide an insight into what

is happening in a supercomputer from a performance viewpoint, for individual nodes, parts or

the whole supercomputer or specific jobs. In this paper we do not consider as a performance

monitoring system a system which is aimed at monitoring the health of the supercomputer, i.e.

that the components of a supercomputer are in a state suitable for running jobs. Nagios [13] is

an example of such a system. We also do not consider systems aimed at profiling and tuning the

specific jobs and which collect performance metrics only for the job in consideration. PTP [53],

Tau [46], and HPCTOOLKIT [23] are the examples.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we give a brief overview of historic and

current performance monitoring systems. In section 2 we compare the features of the systems

described in section 1. In section 3 we try to outline the performance impact of large scale

monitoring systems. In section 4 we focus on design directions of large scale monitoring systems.

And then we give a conclusion.
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1. An Overview of Performance Monitoring Systems

Let us introduce some terms to describe different monitoring systems in a consistent way.

A node agent is a part of a monitoring system that runs on compute nodes of an HPC cluster

and gets data related to that node. If the data related to other parts of the supercomputer (like

network equipment, storage systems, central servers, etc.) are needed, they may be obtained by

some node agents or by some dedicated agents running not on a compute node. Sometimes a

monitoring system is claimed to be agentless. Generally, it means that instead of a custom agent

some standard part of an OS or a hardware being monitored is used, e.g. SNMP agent.

Data from node agents and agents collecting other data flow to a central, or server part of

a performance monitoring system. In the server part, the data are processed and presented to a

user via some interface (not necessarily a GUI).

Another important part of a performance monitoring system is data storage. It is used to

store the performance data and to process them in a case when some past data are needed.

Performance metrics are data about performance. The most frequent type of data is numeric

data. A primary metric is a metric obtained directly from a data source: Operating System,

hardware, etc. CPU loads, free RAM are the examples. A secondary or derived, metric is a

metric which values are calculated based on values of primary and/or other secondary metrics.

For example, a maximum value of free RAM over some period of time is an example of a derived

metric.

Performance data from agents can be transferred to the server part of performance moni-

toring systems in push or pull modes. A push mode is a mode when agents send data to the

server part without a command (by their own schedule). A pull mode is when agents are queried

for data by the server part. There may be mixed cases: for example, node agents work in push

mode while data from network equipment are obtained via SNMP in pull mode. A more elaborate

example of mixing the modes is given in [22].

Concrete performance monitoring systems will be considered further. The performance mon-

itoring systems we selected for this section were chosen with the following guideline in mind.

We selected a specific tool if there is a scientific paper describing it or it is referenced in a paper

describing other tool and has an active website. We do not consider stale systems like CLUMON

although it is referenced in other papers as we did not manage to find a paper describing it and

its website is only available as a copy in the Internet Archive [1].

1.1. PARMON

PARMON [28] was introduced in 1998. It is a tool for monitoring a cluster of UNIX work-

stations. It was used in Center for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC) in India for

PARAM 10000, a HPC cluster consisting of nodes with UltraSPARC CPUs working with Solaris

OS.

PARMON includes two main components.

Parmon-server runs on every node (a node agent) and provides information about node

performance metrics on request in a client-server fashion (pull mode).

Parmon-client is a custom Java-based GUI client which connects to parmon-servers running

on nodes, retrieves information and presents it to a user. It can collect and present information

on one specific node or on a set of nodes.

All performance data processing is done by the parmon-client online while running a GUI

session for the user. There is no database for storing data for subsequent analysis.
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1.2. SuperMon

SuperMon [41, 50], introduced in 2001, is described as ’a flexible set of tools for high speed,

scalable cluster monitoring’. It can be considered as one of the first monitoring systems designed

for HPC clusters, or at least the first which gained wide visibility. It was created in the Advanced

Computing Laboratory of Los Alamos National Laboratory and tested on 128 nodes Alpha Linux

cluster. It is not a full performance monitoring system as it provides only the way to obtain and

aggregate performance data; no processing of those data is described.

SuperMon includes a Linux kernel module that produces performance monitoring data,

mon – node level data server and Supermon – several node data concentrators. These components

form a tree-like hierarchical structure in which mon retrieves data from the kernel module on

the same node, Supermon retrieves data from several mons or Supermons.

SuperMon has some interesting features.

All its components (kernel module, mon and Supermon) speak the same text-based protocol.

It uses s-expressions introduced in LISP programming language.

Its components form a hierarchy that can be used for multi-level aggregation of monitoring

data thus making SuperMon scalable.

SuperMon was tested on a heterogeneous cluster. The cluster was composed of nodes with

1, 2 and 4 Alpha CPUs [50]. But this point is not discussed in SuperMon paper. One of the

possible reasons is that the paper does not describe the part which processes monitoring data,

only the means to get the data are described. And the specifics of monitoring a heterogeneous

cluster should be in a data processing part.

SuperMon was tested for extremely high (even for today) data sampling rates up to 3500 Hz.

Somewhat counterintuitive, SuperMon authors claim that the higher the sampling rate the less

the perturbation it causes to user jobs. Unfortunately only the theoretical support for this claim

is given and no experiments have been done.

Despite all those features SuperMon is just a tool for retrieving and aggregating data, no

database that may store the data for future analysis is not described.

1.3. Ganglia

Ganglia is one of the oldest but still widely used cluster performance monitoring systems.

Its description [37] was published in 2004 when Ganglia was quite mature. The oldest release

announcement (http://ganglia.info/?m=200202) found on Ganglia website is the announce-

ment of version 2.0.3 in February 2002. The website [4] shows an impressive list of organizations

using Ganglia.

Ganglia can be used for clusters and federation of clusters. Its components are gmond, agent

running on nodes, and gmetad, which aggregates data from gmonds or other gmetads.

Communication between gmetad and gmond is done via multicast UDP. This allows several

data receivers to operate on data coming from a single data producer or a single set of producers

from several nodes. Gmetad may poll for data and gmonds respond, or gmonds send data by

themselves. Multiple gmetads from a tree hierarchy and communicate via TCP. All data are

transmitted in XDR encoding. A special crafted client library communicates to gmetad. gmetad

store the collected data using RRDtool [20], a tool for storing and visualizing time series data.

Ganglia also has a web front-end that can show collected data for all or part of the nodes.

Ganglia authors provide experimental data for the overhead (they call it local overhead)

incurred by gmond running on compute nodes. They measure the overhead as a percentage
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of CPU load consumed by gmond and its size in physical and virtual memory. The reported

numbers are up to 0.4 % of CPU load, 16 MB of physical RAM and 16.7 MB of virtual memory

(maximum values for different clusters).

1.4. NWPerf

NWPerf [42] was introduced in 2004. At that time it was used on MPP2 [10], 977-node

Linux 11.8 TFLOPS cluster located at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL).

Generally, NWPerf data collecting part looks very similar to that of Ganglia. NWPerf uses

agents running on compute nodes that send XDR-encoded data via multicast UDP to data

receivers. Data are stored in PostgreSQL [18] relational database thus allowing using SQL for

data processing.

NWPerf adds data about a job being run on a cluster to that database. By combining per-

formance data and data about jobs it becomes possible to analyze the specific jobs performance

and calculate performance metrics of jobs.

One of NWPerf design goals was to lessen the overhead (perturbation in time of jobs) caused

by the monitoring system. NWPerf authors did quite an extensive experimental evaluation of

such overhead. They used MPI collective operations slowdown as a measure of the influence

of the monitoring system on user jobs. To reduce the overhead they synchronized the moment

when all node agents wake up to collect and transmit performance data. As a result they claim

that they can collect performance data once per minute causing not more than a 1 % slowdown

of user jobs on a 1000+ node cluster.

1.5. Ovis-2

Ovis-2 [26], introduced in 2008, is a redesign of Ovis [16]. Ovis is a monitoring system

with sophisticated analytic tools allowing setting complex conditions on collected metrics as a

trigger for notification and reaction. Ovis-2 is a framework for performance cluster monitoring

and analysis of performance data. It addresses scalability and fault-tolerance.

Ovis-2 contains sheep processes (node agents) that run on components and collect data.

Shepherd is an aggregator which gets data from sheep and stores them in a database.

Sheep, when run, search for a shepherd in mDNS (local multicast name-resolving system)

and register themselves with a random shepherd, which, in turn, may redirect to another shep-

herd. After registering sheep begin to push performance data. Each sheep has all possible data

source library compiled-in and on startup tries to instantiate as many data sources as possible.

Shepherds, in turn, aggregate data and store them into a replicated MySQL [12] database.

Scalability is achieved by distributing the load from many sheep between shepherds. Fault-

tolerance is achieved by many shepherds which may take over other failed shepherd, and by

replicated database storage.

GUI and analytical tools for collected data analysis are mentioned in the paper. They are

oriented on analysis of the whole cluster health. The job-centric view is mentioned in the Future

Work section of [26].

Ovis and Ovis-2 do not seem to be developed further, but one of their component,

Lightweight Distributed Metrics Service (LDMS) became an independent tool (section 1.8).
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1.6. TACC Stats and SUPReMM

TACC Stats [31, 32], introduced in 2011 by Texas Advanced Computing Center, is a package

that collects performance-related data from compute nodes of a cluster and presents them in a

job-centric view. TACC stats consists of four components: monitor, pickler, analysis, and site.

Monitor is a small modular executable aimed to collect performance data. It is run in the

job prolog, every ten minutes, and the job epilog. Monitor stores the collected data locally on

every node.

Pickler runs every 24 hours to collect the data saved by monitors on compute nodes and

stores them in central storage in per-job files. The data are stored in Python pickle format.

Analysis is a set of tests and plotting routines that can be run on a set of jobs to show

possible performance issues in tested jobs.

Site module is a web interface to the data provided by TACC stats.

As a part of SUPReMM project [27], TACC stats was integrated with Open XDMoD [15, 43],

a tool aimed at providing per-job data from cluster scheduler. With such integration, Open

XDMoD is able to enrich its data with the performance data from TACC stats.

To map jobs to software packages and other properties of the executable files used for the

job, a XALT [25] tool is used. XALT can collect the data like the libraries used for build the

binary used for the job, the compiler used to compile it, tries to determine the exact version of

the software package used, etc.

1.7. Dataheap

Dataheap, presented in 2012 paper [33], is focused on combining performance monitoring

data from compute nodes and other, mostly I/O-related, sources like RAID controllers, storage

area networks (SAN) switches, parallel file systems, etc.

It has compute node agents which send performance data from nodes and agents which send

performance data from other sources. All those data are processed to calculate secondary data

and then stored in a database. MySQL and SQLite are mentioned as possible choices. Additional

tools exist for access to stored data like standalone GUI application, PHP-based web interface,

and a command-line tool.

Dataheap authors pay special attention to the calculating of secondary values (or derived

metrics). These are values that are not received directly from some sources like OS and hardware

(primary values) but are calculated based on them. Such secondary metrics can be aggregated

like average over a time interval or updated when a single new value of primary metric arrives.

The latter case is specifically considered by Dataheap authors. Dataheap can calculate such

secondary metrics on-the-fly. A scheme is proposed for updating secondary values based on

interpolation of primary values.

1.8. Lightweight Distributed Metrics Service (LDMS)

Lightweight Distributed Metrics Service (LDMS) [24] is the data collection, transport, and

storage component of Ovis (section 1.5). LDMS, as a separate component, was introduced in

2014. At the time of publication it was used on The National Center for Supercomputing Appli-

cations (NCSA) Cray XE6/XK7 Blue Waters and Sandia National Laboratories Linux cluster

Chama. Blue Waters consists of 24 648 nodes and Chama consists of 1296 nodes.
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LDMS is comprised of ldmsd daemons which can be configured to run in either sampler or

aggregator modes.

A sampler includes sampling plugins each combing a specific set of metrics. Samplers can

run several sampling plugins. The sampling frequency is used-defined and can be reconfigured

on-the-fly.

Aggregators collect data from samplers and/or other aggregators in pull mode. They can

use TCP, InfiniBand RDMA or Crays Gemini RDMA transports. Aggregation frequency is set

on startup and cannot be changed without a restart. Aggregators support failover connection to

samplers to take over data pulling if another aggregator is down.

The collected data are stored by aggregators with storage plugins. Possible storage formats

are MySQL, Comma Separated Value (CSV) files and Scalable Object Store (SOS) [5].

1.9. LIKWID Monitoring Stack

Originally, LIKWID [52] was a set of tools for getting hardware performance counters for

a specific job running on an x86-based compute node. After some development by 2017, it was

transformed to a LIKWID monitoring stack [44] (LMS) which collects performance data from

nodes and presents them in a per-job view.

LMS contains a host agent which uses a component from the original LIKWID to obtain

performance data. The data from nodes or other sources like servers are sent to a central router.

The router receives a signal about job start and finish from the cluster resource management

system. The router is responsible for tagging the performance data with job id tags and storing

them in a database. Another function of the router is to pull performance data from the sources

which do not support push mode of operations like Ganglia gmond and mix that data with the

data received from sources using push mode.

All data are saved in InfluxDB [7] time-series database. The protocol used in communication

between LMS components is the InfluxDB line protocol. The protocol is based on HTTP and is

widely used. Hence adding a filter into the data processing chain should be quite easy.

The performance data stored in InfluxDB are tagged with hostnames and job ids. These

data are used to represent the metrics on all or part of the cluster or specific jobs. Grafana [6]

toolkit is used to create charts and dashboards and show them to a user.

1.10. Performance Co-Pilot

Performance Co-Pilot (PCP) [17, 40] is a performance monitoring toolkit tracing its history

since 1999 and is still being actively developed. While not targeted specifically for HPC clusters

and supercomputers, it is often compared to while describing HPC performance monitoring

systems – that is the reason for including it in this review.

PCP includes a Performance Metrics Collector Daemon (pmcd), an agent running on hosts

to be monitored. Pmcd includes several Performance Metrics Domain Agents (PMDA), which

are dynamically loaded libraries with a specified API. Each PMDA is responsible for collecting

metrics from a performance metric domain like a kernel, a database server, etc. PCP uses pull

mode: a client application connects to pmcd and requests some metrics. Pmcd routes the request

to the appropriate PMDA and returns the response.

One of the client applications included in PCP is pmlogger, which can create performance

metrics archive. One interesting feature of PCP is the ability to replay the archive created by

pmlogger, thus enabling to reproduce the events from the past.
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Other modules of PCP include pmie which can make notification on rules for metric values;

pmie to generate periodic reports and a PCP GUI package.

1.11. Examon

Examon [3, 29], which stands for Exascale Monitoring, is a framework for the performance

monitoring of HPC systems. Its distinctive feature is that it uses MQTT [11] protocol as a

transport for performance data.

Its main executable pmu pub collects performance data and publishes it to the MQTT

broker. Then the data are exported to KairosDB [8] (a NoSQL time-series database built on top

of Apache Cassandra [35]) and can be retrieved or analyzed by other tools which are not part

of the project.

As MQTT uses publish/subscribe model, other clients can use the data in parallel to storing

them in a database to make other services like alerting.

1.12. DiMMon and TASC

Distributed Modular Monitoring (DiMMon) [51], introduced in 2015, is a framework aimed

at creating performance monitoring configurations. It is designed to be modular in all aspects.

It has several types of modules: sensors that collect performance data, processing modules that

make some calculations with the data, communication modules that send or receive data to

components of the system working on other nodes. But this distinction is purely logical: from

the frameworks point of view all modules are the same and developed using the same API. This

modular design allows to create different paths for different data or having several databases for

data aggregated on different periods of time.

DiMMon is used as a data source in TASC [47, 48]. TASC (Tuning Application for Su-

percomputers) is a system for visualizing performance monitoring data and produce advice to

users if there are some performance issues in their jobs. DiMMon pushes data to TASC, which

uses PostgreSQL and MongoDB [21] to store performance data. Redash [19] is used for data

visualization.

1.13. C-CHAKSHU

C-CHAKSHU, a multi-cluster monitoring platform, was introduced as a part of the software

stack for the National Supercomputing Mission (NSM) [14], which is implemented by C-DAC and

supported by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) and Department

of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India, in the year 2019. It monitors multiple

HPC/Supercomputing systems, which are geographically separated, from a single dashboard.

Currently, this tool is deployed on HPC systems installed at different scientific institutions and

research organizations across India under the NSM project. C-CHAKSHU designed intelligently

to address and cater to the needs of different users ranging from system administrators, applica-

tion developers, domain scientists, and system architects. It has scalability for the pre-exascale/

Petascale system.

This tool collects real-time system-wide performance metrics, compute nodes health

assessment-related metrics with action, verification of essential service/daemons. In addition,

it also collects job/application execution snapshots and related performance counters, informa-

tion from resource managers, and presents them in a Dashboard.
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In C-CHAKSHU, two major components are used, one is on the server node to pull data

whenever needed. The second component runs on all compute nodes all the time which collects

different system-wide metrics and other subsystems over a network. Furthermore, Compute

Nodes process data on their own and insert it into a NoSQL database whereas the aggregation

of data for system-wide monitoring is carried out by the single server. C-CHAKSHU only causes

a negligible network overhead on the cluster management node, incurs no overhead on the

computing nodes, and reveals insightful knowledge of how HPC components interact with each

other.

C-CHAKSHU has a loosely coupled architecture that supports the integration of any third-

party tool and different back-ends easily. This tool has more capability of analyzing system

performance and identification of bottlenecks.

2. Comparison of Performance Monitoring Systems

In this section we will compare the performance monitoring systems from several points of

view.

First, we will outline data sets available in performance monitoring systems. Second, we will

outline similarities and differences in data path inside monitoring systems and in the modes used

to obtain the data. Next, we will compare the methods used to measure an overhead incurred by

performance monitoring systems. And finally, we will give a table summarizing the comparison.

2.1. Metrics Used for HPC Performance Monitoring

The full list of metrics collected by a monitoring system is generally not easy to obtain: it

is not usually included in a paper. Frequently, the list can be mined from the documentation if

it is available. And still the exact metrics often depend on OS, on the hardware, etc. So we will

not try to provide the full exact lists of metrics. Instead, we will outline the general groups of

metrics used for performance monitoring.

The first group is what NWPerf authors call ‘vmstat like information’: ‘percent of time

spent on kernel processes, percent of time spent on user space processes, swap utilization and

swap blocks in and out, and block device KB in and out’ [42]. In modern Linux-based OS and

some UNIX variants these metrics are available via /proc interface. Generally these metrics

include CPU usage parameters (up to 10 metrics); network interface counters (bytes in/out,

packet in/out, errors), load average for 1, 5, and 15 minutes; various types of memory usage

(free RAM, RAM active, RAM inactive, swap usage, etc.), block device statistics. This group

is basic for any performance analysis, and all performance monitoring systems mentioned in

section 1 provide such data.

The second group is metrics provided by Performance Monitoring Units (PMU), Perfor-

mance Monitoring Counters (PMC), Hardware Monitoring Counters (HMC), or simply hardware

counters. All these are the names for basically the same thing: a set of hardware resources in

modern CPUs that can count hardware events which occur while the program is being executed.

Examples of these metrics are: a number of CPU cycles, a number of executed operations, a

number of floating-point operations, a number of last level cache misses, etc. While a CPU can

support a large number of events (several hundreds) that can be counted in general, a number of

events that can be counted simultaneously is small. For example, CPUs based on Intel Haswell

microarchitecture have three fixed-purpose counters (an event that is tied to that counters can-

not be changed) per thread and four general purpose counters (an event to count on them can
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be programmed) per thread. So a maximum of seven events per thread can be counted simul-

taneously or 11 if HyperThreading is switched off. This limitation can be relaxed with so-called

multiplexing [39]: measuring metrics in a round-robin way and extrapolating the results. This

leads to a loss of accuracy, which is usually tolerable. There are techniques aimed at improving

the accuracy, e.g. [38].

The first mention of metrics from this group in context of performance monitoring we found

is for NWPerf [42]. The mentioned metrics are ‘CPU Performance Counters including: percent

of peak flops (for CPU 0 and 1), memory bytes per cycle (for CPU 0 and 1)’. Then we can

mention TACC stats [32] which collects ’core and socket perf. counters’. Since that we may

assume that every performance monitoring system can collect such data. With regard to PMCs

we must pay special attention to LIKWID. Originally, LIKWID [52] was developed as a set of

tools to deal with hardware performance counters on x86 64 CPUs. Later it was transformed to

a full monitoring system [44].

Taking into account a relatively small number of performance metrics that can be gathered

simultaneously even with multiplexing, it is important not to waste valuable resources and

wisely choose the appropriate metrics to measure. Unfortunately, there is no common view of

what metrics to collect. Hence, a decision should be made for every setup. For example, some

ideas may be borrowed from top-down analysis methodology [54].

And the last group of performance metrics is data from other sources. It may be data from

compute nodes gathered via IPMI. We place IPMI data in this group due to two reasons. First,

it is usually gathered by out-of-band means, not via compute node agent. Second, these data are

more relevant to health monitoring, not the performance monitoring per se. Another source for

data in this group may be sources common for several components of a supercomputer system:

network equipment (usually gathered via SNMP or InfiniBand-specific tools), shared storage,

etc. As these metrics are influenced by several (or all) jobs simultaneously, a separate problem

of correlating these data to jobs behavior arises, see, for example [34].

2.2. Data Paths in Performance Monitoring Systems

In this section we will outline data paths used in performance monitoring systems. A data

path is a way that the performance data traverse in a performance monitoring system. This

includes data being communicated from node agent to a server part, aggregating data, storing

data for subsequent use and presenting the results to a user.

The first step in a data path in a performance monitoring system is passing data from

compute nodes for subsequent processing. As we have said earlier, basically there are two modes

for doing this: push, when the data are sent by compute node agents on its own, without a

request, and pull, when the data are sent as a reply to a request for the data. Generally, push

mode is more efficient and leads to more scalable solutions, as making a request incurs additional

overhead compared to just sending the data. Due to this reason, most of the performance systems

considered in section 1 use push mode. In fact, of the modern systems, only LDMS uses pull

mode. LDMS pulls the data from compute nodes by means of RDMA, which allows to pull

the data with very low overhead and without request-reply type interaction with the agent on

compute nodes. This is achieved by the means of special interconnect hardware supporting such

features like InfiniBand or Cray Gemini. LDMS can also be used in mixed modes [22]. Ganglia

supports both modes. Its main mode is push, the data is sent by gmond working on compute

nodes. Gmetad (server part of Ganglia) can request the data by sending a request. It is done to

get recent data held in memory by gmonds and missed for some reason. When gmetad form a
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tree for serving large-scale clusters, the data between gmetad is transferred with pull mode: the

upper-level gmetad requests the data from lower-level gmetad.

What happens after the data are collected from their sources (compute nodes and others)

differs. PARMON was designed to make online analysis only. Its GUI can show only online data,

no means for data storage and historical data analysis was provided. SuperMon is a set of tools

for retrieving and aggregating data, no data storage is provided, and no tools for presenting

collected data to users are mentioned in its description. All newer performance monitoring

systems or analysis tools built on top of them provide data storage option. Gagnlia storage is

based on RRDtool, which is a library for working with time-series data but cant be called a

full database. Some monitoring systems use relational database management systems (RDBMS)

like MySQL, PostgreSQL or SQLite. While RDMS are not very performant when dealing with

time series data, which are the most part of monitoring data, use of RDBMS is justified because

of their widespread and their familiarity to many developers. Other databases are used as well:

TASC and C-CHAKSHU use MongoDB, LIKWID monitoring stack uses InfluxDB, Examon

uses KairosDB. InfluxDB and KairosDB are specialized databases for time-series data.

Another step in processing monitoring data is calculating derived metrics. The most common

type of derived metrics is one metric aggregated data. The data can be aggregated over a period

of time for reducing data storage volume. Or the data from several nodes can be aggregated

to get an overview of some part of the compute system. This may include a partition with a

specific hardware, e.g. accelerators, or a part in a specific room, rack row, etc. An aggregation

may be done over all nodes occupied by one compute job. In this case the goal of aggregation

is to get the data related to one job or a set of jobs. Most common type of aggregation is the

calculation of average, minimum, and maximum. Another type of metric that is derived from

a single other metric is transforming counters to its derivative with time. Some metrics are

counters, i.e. they only increase when some event happens. An example of such a metric is a

counter of bytes received or sent via a network interface. Absolute values of such metrics are

generally not interesting. What is useful for performance analysis is a time derivative of such a

counter. In case of network interface bytes counter such a derivative will produce an amount of

traffic passing via an interface in a time period (bytes/s).

Other derived metrics are calculated from several primary metrics. An example of such a

metric is an Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) metric. It represents an average number of instructions

a CPU executes in one cycle. It is quite a complex metric. To calculate it, one needs a time

derivative of executed instructions counter, a time derivative of CPU cycles counters and to

divide the former by the latter. In modern CPUs cycle frequency is not constant due to power

saving settings, waiting for RAM access, etc., so the time derivative of CPU cycles counters is

not constant. If both counters are retrieved at the same moment, calculating derivatives is not

needed, one can simply divide differences of counter values. Other examples of metrics derived

from several other metrics are an average network packet size, and FLOPS per Watt ratio.

Another difference between performance monitoring systems is where on the data path the

derived metrics are calculated. We see three distinct places where it can be done. We also should

note that not every derived metric can be calculated at any of these places.

The first possible solution is to calculate derived metrics directly at node agents immediately

after the metrics have been obtained. This is feasible for derived metrics which can be calculated

from primary metrics available at a single node. Such derived metrics include an average over

a specific period of time or an average over all similar metrics from a node (e.g. percentage of

time a core spent in user mode averaged over all cores). This approach is criticized for producing
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greater overhead and thus affecting compute jobs. Still this is used at least while calculating time

derivatives from counters. DiMMon has modules that can calculate derivatives and averages on

node agents.

The second possibility is to calculate derived metrics in a server part of a monitoring system

after receiving data from node agents. This is done by the majority of monitoring systems.

Note that for a big supercomputer this produces a serious requirement in compute power of the

server part. As monitoring systems usually run on dedicated servers, this does not incur overhead

visible to a main, computing part of a supercomputer, this requirement can be fulfilled with a

required number of separate servers and generally is tolerable from a hardware requirements

perspective. As we have already mentioned, sometimes sophisticated techniques are used to

account for different data obtained at different timestamps [33, section 4]. Ganglia, which is

built on RRDtool as data storage, uses RRDtool’s built-in features to calculate derived metrics

while storing data.

The last possibility is to calculate the derived metrics after the data are stored in a per-

manent storage. In this scenario, the data are retrieved from the database, the derived metrics

are calculated, and the results are saved back to the database (or to another database). This

approach is commonly used when calculating metrics related to compute jobs or long periods

of time. C-CHAKSHU uses this approach for derived metrics and uses MongoDB non-relational

database for scaling. From the systems described in section 1, the first paper that proposed such

an approach is the description of NWPerf [42]. After that, all performance systems that produce

per job data use this approach. This solution has a drawback that it incurs much load on a data

storage thus requiring quite a capable storage system to be used for performance monitoring

data.

MRNet [45], a tool for creating overlay networks operating in multicast/reduction manner

and aimed at performing scalable calculations, is often mentioned as a possible solution to

calculating derived metrics in performance monitoring systems. Still we are not aware of any

real monitoring system that uses MRNet.

2.3. An Overhead Caused by Performance Monitoring Systems

In this subsection we will not directly compare the overhead of different performance mon-

itoring systems. It is a very difficult task as no methodology exists to make such a comparison.

We will rather try to describe methods which performance monitoring system authors use to

measure overhead of their systems.

First, we have to admit that most of the monitoring system authors do not give any mea-

surements regarding an overhead of a system. More common is to give general description like

‘insignificant’ or ‘negligible’ or not to say anything at all. Exceptions are the object of this

description.

SuperMon authors make a theoretical study of what they call ‘perturbation’ from a mon-

itoring system [50, section 4.1]. They make a conclusion that a node agent with a high peak

sampling rate is preferable as it causes less perturbation when used with sampling rates much

less than the peak rate. Hence peak sampling rate may be viewed as an indirect metric of moni-

toring system overhead. Unfortunately, SuperMon authors do not provide experimental data to

support their claim.

Ganglia authors measure several value as overhead metrics [37, section 5.2]. They mea-

sure the percentage of CPU time consumed by Ganglia processes and their memory footprint.
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They also provide data on network bandwidth consumed by communications between Ganglia

components. They present data for different clusters and confederations of clusters.

NWPerf authors try to measure the overhead (‘perturbation effects’) directly [42, section 4].

They run a test which executes a cycle of MPI collective operations (All-to-All and AllReduce

were used) and measure its execution time without NWPerf agent or with it running with dif-

ferent sampling rates. The conclusion made from these results is that in its normal configuration

(data are obtained at 1-minute intervals) NWPerfs effects are ‘immeasurably small’.

The authors of LDMS provide extensive data on influence of LDMS on various bench-

marks [24, section V]. They run more than 10 different benchmarks (artificial tests as well as

real applications) and measure time changes with different LDMS modes. Overall conclusion is

that LDMS obtaining data once per second does not really affect running jobs.

2.4. Comparison Summary

In Tab. 1 we provide a short comparison of different features of performance monitoring

systems. The columns denote the following properties of the performance monitoring system:

• Year – when the system was introduced or when it was mentioned for the first time.

• Cluster size, nodes – a maximum number of cluster the system was tested on (per available

information).

• Heterogeneous – if a system was tested on a heterogeneous cluster.

• PMC – if the system can collect Performance Monitoring Counters data.

• Data Storage – if the system has storage for performance metrics and what type of storage

is used (if the information is available).

• GUI – if the system offers a Graphical User Interface.

• Per-job – can the system correlate the performance data to the jobs executed on the cluster.

• Push/pull – which mode for transmitting data does the system use.

• Reconfig on-the-fly – can the system be reconfigured without restart.

• Overhead measured – if the overhead produced by the system is measured and the results

are available.

An empty cell means that no information was found. Plus and minus signs mean ‘Yes’ and

‘No’, respectively.

3. Problems with Monitoring Large Scale HPC Systems

This section describes the challenges with the current monitoring software.

3.1. Requirement of Multiple Tools

Currently, we are working with many monitoring tools like Ganglia, Nagios, XDMoD, C-

CHAKSHU along with custom scripts in a single HPC facility.

Existing monitoring software can be categorized broadly into the following types.

• Tools that provide job level details through resource manager like XDMoD [15, 43], TACC-

stats [31, 32], VisQueue [49].

• Tools that provide only node level stats that use third-party API/tools to get the metrics

like Ganglia [37], PARMON [28], SuperMON [41, 50]. It may include proprietary tools like

NVIDIA DCGM [2] for monitoring sub-system components like graphics card/storage/

High-performance networks like Infiniband.
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Table 1. A comparison of performance monitoring features
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PARMON 1998 48+ - - - + - Pull - -

SuperMon 2001 128 + - - - - Pull - ±1

Ganglia 20022 + RRDTool + - Mixed - +

NWPerf 2004 1000+ - + PostgreSQL - + Push - +

Ovis-2 2008 920 MySQL + - Push -

SUPReMM

TACC Stats &
2011 6400 + + Pickle + + Pull - -

Dataheap 2012 +
MySQL

SQLite
+ + Push - -

LDMS 2014 24648 + +

MySQL

CSV

SOS

Pull3 + +

Stack

Monitoring

LIKWID

2017 + InfluxDB + + Push

PCP 1999 + Custom + + Pull

Examon 1022 + + KairosDB + + Push

TASC

DiMMon &
2015 6300 + +

PostgreSQL

MongoDB
+ + Push +

C-CHAKSHU 2019 + + MongoDB + - Pull - -
1 Only theoretical study given
2 The first found release announcement date
3 Generally, LDMS uses pull mode, but in some cases the mixed mode can also be used

• Tools like Nagios [13] that provide node component level health metrics and also provide

alerting services and event-based recovery.

As per the study mentioned in section 1 and the broad category mentioned above, there is

no single tool to achieve all aspects of monitoring, analysis, and alerting. Currently, we require

multiple tools along with custom scripts to get comprehensive monitoring of the HPC systems.

3.2. Performance

The monitoring software should not introduce any substantial performance penalty and

unpredictable noises to the HPC system. In-band communication increases overhead on compute

nodes.
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• A higher sampling rate for collecting metrics has a performance penalty on the overall

monitoring system in addition to an effect on application execution and also poses a chal-

lenge on scalability. Many times out-of-band measurements do not enable high-frequency

sampling [30] and we cannot increase the frequency of the measurement.

• Reading metrics from OS and temp files should not introduce any lock to user applications.

3.3. Large Data Storage

Storing the generated log/metrics requires a separate infrastructure. An enormous amount of

data from a few hundreds to thousands nodes generating logs and various performance metrics.

If we want to capture comprehensive metrics and logs data can be of size to the tune of TBs

per day. If we want to save it for off-line analysis and correlations for a few months, data storage

requirements will be huge. Managing multiple databases/structures/formats as every monitoring

tool requires different types. It is challenging to handle multiple databases in a single monitoring

environment.

3.4. Non-dedicated Monitoring Infrastructure

Typically monitoring software deployment is an afterthought. We provision monitoring soft-

ware on master or management servers already having dedicated workloads. As we evolve in

our monitoring requirements, existing infrastructure becomes insufficient for dedicated moni-

toring systems. Traditional HPC facilities do not have dedicated hardware clusters with big

data analytics capability along with deep learning for processing real-time events for monitoring

infrastructure.

3.5. Data Duplication and Redundancy

Multiple monitoring software in the current HPC environment collect similar kinds of data

and store them in different data formats/databases. Similarly, we collect the same kind of logs

from multiple nodes/sources without any incremental information. This redundant data makes

our monitoring infrastructure slow for querying, analyzing and processing. It also consumes

unnecessary space in the storage.

3.6. Data Correlation

Monitoring systems retrieve data from all hardware subsystems and system software. As

observed in the study presented in section 1, there is no correlation provided among different

metrics or logs to capture the HPC system behavior in totality. There are also requirements for

data analysis to be done to find out trends in system behavior over time.

3.7. Limited Metrics Set

Due to multiple limitations like out of band management interface [36], processor [38], or

network, we are monitoring limited metrics. There is no universal set of metrics or standard-

ization to collect specific metrics set from different subsystems of the HPC. Every HPC facility

has its own custom set of metrics as per its need. A large-scale monitoring system requires new

capabilities in metric-gathering.
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4. Future Directions of Monitoring Systems Development

Going forward beyond the petascale systems, we will have thousands of compute nodes

and many more components and subcomponents in a single HPC system. To monitor overall

efficiency and get deep insight into the complete system will be a must.

4.1. Comprehensive Monitoring

Large supercomputing sites require a monitoring framework to get all kinds of monitor-

ing information through simple API-based queries. The visualization of monitored data over a

dashboard is more of a drag and drop type along with the integration of alerting mechanisms.

It should be able to perform proactive actions based on monitoring events to improve system

efficiency and failure. Currently, we are using multiple tools like Nagios, Ganglia, resource man-

ager stats, and many custom scripts to monitor the HPC systems. Typically the same or similar

kind of data across multiple monitoring tools are kept in different data formats/databases. The

framework must remove the need for maintaining multiple copies of the same metric data and

should be available to all the consumers of data through a single provider with redundancy. This

has been further discussed in the data management section below.

We are monitoring many metrics in the isolation. We will see the deployment of methods

for correlating different metrics in real-time to understand the holistic behavior of the system.

It will also help us classify the HPC workload based on similar correlated behaviors.

4.2. Long Term Trend Analysis

As HPC systems are operational for multiple years, trend analysis over a longer period is

necessary to understand behavioral changes in the overall system. They still do not give long-

term statistics for drawing perceptions for policy decisions. Further, almost all of them lack the

decision-making capability based on dynamic system events.

4.3. Scalable and Modular Framework

Creation of a scalable and modular framework for accommodating a large number of nodes

and metrics. We keep on increasing parameters to be monitored as more sensors are available

in the next-gen server and sub-systems.

• Hardware Infrastructure: dedicated cluster for monitoring infrastructure for real and offline

monitoring.

• High Memory servers for In-memory real-time data analysis.

• Broker services: Message broker services for allowing multiple consumers to access the

same data and avoiding data duplications.

• Ability to over-provision and failover capability.

• Lightweight collector daemons at compute side with a minimal performance penalty and

use maximum out-of-band capabilities.

• Support for ingestion of data at variable time-interval with techniques to enable only

meaningful and incremental information flow.

• We need to provision monitoring infrastructure before the establishment of the HPC sys-

tem.
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4.4. Data Management

Furthermore, data mining and reduction techniques will become a necessity in exascale

to perform the on-the-fly information reduction that will be a requirement to deliver scalable,

automated online performance analysis. As the system grows, it generates a large volume of

data from various sub-systems. Identification of data storage and defining optimal data path in

addition to data processing before storing.

4.5. Optimization

As the HPC system becomes bigger and the Monitoring system also becomes complex with

multiple stages of collection, pre-processing, data segregation, aggregation, and multiple con-

sumers of the data. We must perform an iterative way of optimization [36] of all the stages

to remove any performance bottleneck in the overall monitoring systems. Understanding the

overhead of each stage of the monitoring system and reduction of overhead in each stage will

require optimization at each stage in an iterative fashion. Daemons or collectors installed at

compute nodes should not introduce any noise or jitter for the application performance. Large

data collection or spurt due to some event in the HPC system should not introduce any network

overhead.

4.6. Resiliency Mitigation

Exascale systems are likely to experience even higher fault rates due to increased component

count and density. Which component will fail and how it will impact the system is not known

ahead of time which is important nowadays. Triggering resilience-mitigating techniques remains

a challenge due to the absence of well-defined failure indicators. Examination of event logs can

be part of a monitoring feature that can be used with a data mining framework for failure detec-

tion. Desh [30] framework for efficient failure prediction and enablement of proactive recovery

mechanisms to increase reliability.

4.7. Visualization

Representation of meaningful data is also an important aspect to understand that gives

performance statistics of HPC systems. Nowadays easily pluggable and drag and drop visual-

ization technologies are adopted. Grafana [6] and Kibana [9] are tools that will be essential for

the creation of a customized dashboard. Radar [36] kind of view will be useful to understand

the complete picture of applications behavior during the execution.

Conclusion

Unlike other components of the HPC software stack monitoring is an afterthought in HPC

cluster. Each HPC facility has its own list of components to be measured. Every supercomput-

ing facility has expertise in different monitoring tools, and they use a lot of custom methods

to measure cluster efficiency. There is a need for standardization and collaborative effort for

monitoring tools to measure various hardware and different architectures in a similar technique.

Data collection and store format should be compatible across HPC sites and future monitoring

tools should be configurable on the HPC system without much effort.
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